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Abstract. In this paper the m-dimensional extension Fqm of the finite field F* of 
order q is investigated from an algebraic point of view. Looking upon the additive 
group (Fqm, +) as a cyclic module over the principal ideal domain IF,[x], we 
introduce a new family of polynomials over F, which are the additive analogues of 
the cyclotomic polynomials. Two methods to calculate these polynomials are 
proposed. In com bination with algorithms to compute cyclotomic polynomials, we 
obtain, at least theoretically, a method to determine all elements in Fym of a given 
additive and multiplicative order; especially the generators of both cyclic structures, 
namely the generators of primitive normal bases in F„ over IF„ are characterized 
as the set of roots of a certain polynomial over IF,. 
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Introduction 
Let q > 1 be a prime power, IF, the finite field of order q and IF,[x] the ring of 
polynomials over IF, in the indeterminate X. The m-dimensional extension F„ over 
F, is a Galois extension with cyclic Galois group of order m which is generated by 
t he Frobenius automorphism a: F„ -+ F,m, X + z9. 
Being a cyclic group of order q" - 1, the multiplicative group (F&, V )  is a cyclic 
Z-module and its generators are the primitive roots of IF„. In [3] these elements 
are called primititle roots of thefirst kind. 
,m - L A normal basis of IFqm over IFq is a basis of the form fa, aq, . . . , a ). a is called 
a free root in F„ over Fq.  It is well known that there always do exist normal bases 
in IFqm over IF, (see e.g. [6, 101). In C101 all quoted facts concerning finite fields may 
be found. Generators of normal bases are called primitive roots of the second kind 
in [3]. 
The foilowing result has its origin in 0. Ore's publications C141 and [ 1 5 ] .  It is 
also dealt with in the Papers [3], [ 5 ]  and [9], being an essential aspect which shows 











